We study the mathematical theory of an algorithm for nonhoionomic point-to-point path finding, based on a "continilation" or "deformation" method, in which one starts with an admissible trajectory that goes from the clwirwl initial point p to some point qo, and then tries to I o i 1 G t rrict a one-parameter family of trajectories, whose tlsii~kiilnl points qa describe, as fi varies, a path that joins qo to the desired terminal point q .
Introduction
We investigate the mathematical properties of a continuation algorithm of the kind proposed by S. The purpose of the algorithm is to compute, for a given pair @ , q ) of points in the state space M of the given nonholonomic system C, a trajectory ( of C that goes from p to 4. If If the starting trajectory d&F(II(s)) * 2) = q s ) .
( 1 )
It is then natural to ask whether, once the lifting has been constructed up to a time s, a v can be found that satisfies (1). An obvious sufficient condition for this to be possible is that dEP(II(s)) be surjective. In that case, a particular solution v of (1) is v = P(II(s)), where P ( q ) is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of dEF(q), given by P(r]) = d&p(q)* (d€P(q)dEp(q)*)-'. With this choice of v, the fact that v = h(s) implies that
(2) Equation (2) is the PLE. Clearly, the right-hand side of the PLE is well defined if dE, is onto, i.e. if EP is a submersion. It turns out that the controls r] where Ep(q) fails to be a submersion correspond precisely to certain exceptional trajectories (referred to in the literature by various names, such as "abnormal extremals" or "singular trajectories"), and the PLE yields local lifts of paths wherever these abnormal extremals can be avoided. But, even after this particular issue is resolved, the possibility remains that the PLE might have explosions, and therefore fail to have a global solution II : [0,1] -t U. Our goal is to investigate in detail the properties of the PLE, and in particular to show that the same conditions that imply the nonedstence of abnwmal trajectories abo sufice to guawntee that the PLE has no explosions. The natural condition that guarantees nonexistence of abnormal extremals is the so-called Strong Bracket-Generating (SBG) Condition, and the main result of this paper is Theorem 5 , which says precisely that under the SBG condition the PLE has global existence of solutions. Regarding manifolds, we follow the usual conventions of Differential Geometry, and agree that manifolds are, by definition, Hausdorff and paracompact. This implies that every manifold M admits a complete Riemannian metric, a fact that will be used below. For x E 116, we use T,M, T,'M, T M , T ' M , T # M to denote, respectively, the tangent and cotangent spaces of M at x, the tangent and cotangent bundles of M , and the tangent bundle of M with the zero section removed. For y E T,M and z E T,'M, we write the duality product z(y) as (z,y) and also as zy. If M is equipped with a Riemannian metric (a, .), then we write (yl, y2) for the inner product of two tangent vectors at a point x E M . Using the identification between T,M and T,'M induced by the metric, (z1,z2) is also well defined when zl,z2 E T,'M.
We also write lly112 = (y, y) and 1 1~1 1~ (NE) For every q E U , p E M , there exists a trajectory
We will use to denote the -obviously unique-trajectory ( of (NE).
We also assume that the vector fields f i satisfy the following Lie Algebra Rank Condition:
(LARC) Let LE denote the Lie algebra of vector fields on M generated by f~, . . ., fm . For x E M , define
It is well known that (LARC) implies that C is completely controllable (CC), i.e. that given any two points but not (NE), then we can find cp such that 2, satisfies (NE). (Indeed, since M is paracompact, it admits a complete Riemannian metric. One can then take 'p to be any function such that the resulting fi are bounded, e.g. (p = (1 + ELl llfil12)-1/2,) For example, if we start with a system (3) in En, and then are interested in path-finding with obstacle avoidance, the "obstacle" being a closed subset C of Et", then we can take M to be R"\C, if this set is connected. We can then choose 'p to be a smooth function on M such that (o(x) goes to zero sufficiently fast as z approaches C, and also as The PLE can be written provided that a map P with the above properties exists, and in that case it depends on the choice of P . (It is easy to see that an h with the above properties always exists, and that the set of solutions w ( -) of ( 5 ) that satisfy F(w(0)) = a(0) is in fact independent of the choice of h.) We now turn to the problem of how to choose P. An obvious necessary condition for the existence of P is (CL) For every compact subset K of N2, the set
F-'(K) is closed in ' H.
Remark 2 The LGE involves the operator norm of the linear map P ( w ) : TF(,,,)N~ + ' H. For this to be well defined, we need in principle to specify norms in the domain and the range of P(w). The norm on 7i poses no problem, since ' H is a Hilbert space. To have a norm on TF(,)Nz we can equip N2 with a Riemannian metric. Since any two Riemannian metrics are necessarily equivalent on a compact subset of N2, the validity of Condition (LGE) is in fact independent of the metric.
A similar remark applies to the equivalent conditions (LGE') and (LGE") introduced below. I It will be convenient to use Formula ( 6 ) to rewrite (LGE). Since P ( w ) = dF(w)#, the bound IIP(w)ll 5 C(1+ 1 1~1 1 ) is equivalent to the requirement that (where c = C 2 ) , so (LGE) is equivalent to (LGE') For every compact subset K of N2 there exists a c > 0 such that (1 -k llw112)11dF(w)(z)112 2 cllzl12 whenever w E NI, z E T q , ) N 2 , and F(w) E K. Let us now return to our original path finding problem for a nonholonomic system C. We start by taking Nf = U , N: = M, and try to apply the preceding considerations to the map F = EP. The complete controlla bility condition implies that €p is surjective. Moreover, €p is of class C". To decide whether EP is a submersion we have to compute its differential.
It turns out that, for 9 E U, the differential dEp(q) is given in terms of the solutions of the aariational equation Naturally, dEP(q) is surjective iff if its adjoint d&(q)' is one-to-one. It will be convenient to determine dEP(V)* explicitly. As expected, this requires that we consider the adjoint variational equation along (q,p.
For a smooth vector field X on M , the wariational covector field of X -also known as the Hamiltonian lajl of X -is the vector field X ' on T'M whose expression in coordinates is given by X * ( z , z) = ( X ( z ) , -z D X ( z ) ) . The integral curves of X ' are the solutions ( t ) ( o f i ) (~( t ) ) ) for a*e* t E [a,bI - (11) (A map { that picks, for each t , a covector { ( t ) E T&M, is called a covector along <. If, in addition, { satisfies (ll), then { is called an adjoint vector along t.)
Since (11) is linear in (, the solution of (11) If we now take N1 = €;' (a), N2 = Q, then the restriction to NI of the map Ep is a C2 surjective submersion onto N2. The PLE is then well defined for paths in R. Global solutions will exist if (LGE') holds. In our case, (LGE') will hold if we can find, for every compact subset K of R, a constant c > 0 such that lld€p(q)'(z)112 2 6 for all q E U such that
The map GS,P -d€p(q)d&p(q)* is the controllability dzf E h ) E t-2.
gramian of the linearized system (8). Clearly, Moreover, it is clear that ~~d€p(q)*(z)~~2 = ( z , G,,,pz}.
Hence the linear growth estimate is equivalent to:
(LGE") If K C 52 is compact, then there is a c > 0 such that (1 + IIaI12) Z E~ J : v q , p , = , i ( t ) 2 dt >_ ~1 1 2 1 1~ for all q E U for which Ep(q) E K, and all z E Tf#(,,)M.
SBG systems
For a system C of the form (3) we define satisfies Condition (NAE). Therefore the PLE is well defined for every path T that does not go through p. In particular, to construct a trajectory of C from p to another point t j # p, it suffices to find one control q j that steers p to some point qo other than p , and then find a path T in M that goes from qo to q and does not go through p . (Such a path always exists if dimM > 1.) The PLE then enables us to lift 'K, at least locally. The only remaining obstruction to a global lift is the possibility that solutions of the PLE might explode. It turns out that this does not happen, as we now show. Notice that the closure of T'M\K: is disjoint from K'.
Global liftings
So we can choose a smooth function 8 : T'M -+ R such that 8 0 on K * and 8 > 1 on T*M\K:. We let
at ( z , z ) in the direction of the vector field f;. We let From now on, whenever h is a smooth scalar-or vector-valued function on T ' M , h will denote .h evaluated along (*, i.e. h(t) = h((*(t)). Then < * ( t ) = q j ( t ) f ; ( [ * ( t ) ) for a. 
D2A(v, t ) = -B(t)-l (m) (vg'(t), dt))
-a(t)-2A(t) (1 -E@)) (VZt (t), dt)) If we now combine this with (16), (17, (18) , and (20), and let C 4 = C l f i + C2, we get the bound Next, choose p such that 2C3p 5 # (as well as p2 5 p). (2C*)-lp But then (Jab lla(t)112~) (Jab llW)112d) 2
